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FOREwOkll

The handbook on Simple Technologies is an ennexure  to 8

report on “Feesibility  Survey of Prrxbr3.ive/Inoome  Genereting  Activities

for Momen  in Bsngladesh”  which wss done by a team of UNICEP  staff members
and outside consultants. The handbook was not meant to be used in

isolation from the main report, but its very success after publication

required a wider distribution than for the feaeibility report. To corrsct
this gap, the second edition of the handbook includes now three chapters
from  the main report. They represent the contribution of Ks. O’Kelly

to the total survey. They deal with domestic tasks, agricultural and
parn egriculturel activities of rural women, the meaning of eppropriete

technology and its application to Bangledeah.  They explain why and how
the work of rural  women should be ell.evieted.

The handbook preaenta  a compilation  of documentation about

different technologies and simple  hand operated machines which can easily

be made or are available for sale in developing countries.  It was prepared
et the request of Government officials, voluntary organisetionm  and

field workers in Bangladesh. Aa such the selection is most suitable for

Bangladesh but it might be also useful for some other countries  as a mean

for circulating informstion about vhat is available and suitable  for

women’s use. Purposely it does not indicate how to build prototypes. The

underlying assumption was that they should be built locally. by&&
craftsmen. If possible with respect to machines whiph are more eleborete

and are manufactured by a company the list of manufacturer’s addresses

Is attached as annexure.  The machineries for post harvesting fall into

that category.

There aeecw to be different schools of thought with respect

to appropriete technology. One is more technologically oriented and aima
ate producing new devices to elleviate the work snd to increase production.



The second  is concerned not only with technologies but 30

with social problems. It aims at foreseeing and measuring the social
/

impact of introducing new technologies.  This is the philosophy of
Dr. Schumacher and our consultants9 who follow this school of thought,

viewed themselves es rural development people not es pure technologist.
The two orientations ere complementarv, they do not exclude each other.

The handbook raised a greet deal of interest and we received
requests for it and comments from people working et different levels of

programming for women all suer the world- It was rewarding to see that

this experiment wes used as sn example of whet could be dono. Wa welcome

more comments and suggestions. In Bangladesh some organisetions, on their
own, produced some prototypes showad  in the handbook for example the

ioeless refrigaretor,  end the peanut sheller.

We hope that more experimentation will be done in differant

countries with the suitable adaptations and more exchengss  will take
place between people concerned. gech region, each country, each project
should assess their needs and select whet is useful for them. We shall

be happy if our undertaking is useful to many others. Our primary goal

was to alleviate the burden of pear rural mothers of Bengladesh.  It will
be all the best if the same is achieved in other countries.

Hqnee  Gerard
Senior Programme Officer
Women’s Development Programme
IJNICEP~Dacce

Decca

3une 1978



This handbook has been compiled from a number of
sources as an annexure to the study of Income
Generating activities for women carried out by
the Women's Development Programme of UNICEF in
Bangladesh in August snd September 1977.

It is not suggested that ail the ideas shown are
ones which the rural women could carry out unaided
but it is hoped that the handbook will also be of
‘use to the various organisations engaged in rural
development programmes for women in Bangladesh.

The machines shown are all manually operated and
are therefore ones which custom would permit the
women to use, whilst they are sufficiently robust
to stand up to collective ownership by a group of
wcmen. Their introduction could make an a$prec-
iable difference to the women's very hesvy work load
and, until this can be done, it is unlikely that the
majority of them will have the time to take part in
income generating or other activities -however de -
sirable these may be.
A short bibiiography , a list of suppliers and other
useful addresses are at the back of the handbook as
well as a list of credits.

Elizabeth ORKelly

UNICEF, Dacca, Bangladesh. 1977
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TASKS OF RURAL WOMEN

The Domestic tasks of the rural women:

Of the estimated population of Bangladesh, amounting
to 72 million, 48% are women, whilst 9I.s of the people live in ths
rural areas. The following brief survey of the activities of the
women therefore concentrates on the rurnl  women and in particular the
farming women since they are the ones who carry the heaviest load. It
is izprobable  that they will be able to take part in income generating
activities until this has been lightened.

The home:

Village home generally take the form of a square shaped,
central compound round which the houses are built, facing inwards, one
on each aide of the compound and occxlpied  by the grandparents, their
children and their children’s children or by other close relatives.

The house, on the side where the road is, will have
another compound in front of it, less private than the inside one and
will be used by the men. The women will carry cut their tasks in the
central compound and will also have a space at the back of the house
reserved for their exclusive use.

The houses themselves are usually single storey and often
of one row only although this may be partitioned into a living room
and a bedroom. Some have a verandah which will be used by the men.

The walls will be made of mud and bamboo and the roofs
thatched with grass although better off villagers may use burnt brisks and
some may even have zinc roofs.

If there is.a verandah this will have wooden cots on it
to be used as seats, tobacco and a hookab will bs kept here and an
earthen pot with fire in it: the school children will do their studies
here. Around the corner, fishing traps, agricultural tools. etc., will
be piled up and seasonal articles will be stored away in the ceiling.

Inside on the wall or suspnded from the roof, there
will be many different types of hangsrs (Shikas) made of jute or bamboo
to hold household articles and a large wooden box for keeping things
that are regarded as valuable.
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Some members of the family may sleep in cots, others
on the floor, they will not use mosquito nets but they will light slow
burning bundles of jute hung on a rope to keep the mosquitos away. An
esrthern pot filled with lighted paddy husks will be kept alive all
night. Much of the interior of house will be filled with stored grain
and dried foods.

In the process of digging out the clay to make the
houses, a pit will have been fnrme6  which willhave filled up with
rain water and, in tb~is,  the P :~:.  : vi11 bathe. If i.t dries up they
will go to a larger pond wit?. 2' ": domen,  usually at mid-day when
the men are away in the fields. ‘.&is may have a bamboo screen for
privacy.

There is very seldom a latrine,and hygiene is minimal,
most people will just go out into the fields to relieve themselves
so that wow infestations are common, especially amongst the children

The Kit&en:

Sometimes this is just a roof supported on four poles,
sometimes the women has only the verandah on which to cook, or a
corner of the house itself: for six months or more, before the rains
come, she may cook outside.

The stove (chula) may be sunk in the grcnxad  but more
usually it is raised up and is made of mud with two holes in it to
take the cooking pots. The woman may also m,ake a smaller stove, of
mud re-inforced  with bamboo, whtoh  is portable, which she will take
to the site of any special activity,or  place it so that she can work
in the shade.

Since the floor is made of mud it cannot be washed,
but the women will spread a thin layer of new mud over it very
frequently to renew the surface.

Shelves may be madu by suspehding a plank or bamboo
horizontally from ropes hung frcm the ceiling, or they msy be built
up out of mud.

One corner of the room will be filled with her cooking
pots, another with her winnowing trays and baskets, and pots -
containing spices and dry foods will be hanging from the ceiling
away from rats and cockroaches.
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She will seldom have a light se that,+ activities will
cease at niaht. If she must have one, because she h-.s no.t finished her
work, she will pour a little kcrosine into a snail tin and put a piece
of string in this to act as a wick, hurricane lamps are too expensive
for most of the villagers to be able to afford thsgm.

There will rarely be a soak-away for dirty water, this
will just be thrown on the gr~ound  outside, as will be the garbage.
The result of this will be a great deal of int?stinal and fly borne
disease especially amongst the children an.: 6'2 s~pleasant  smell, It
would deserve consideration for rural sanitation.

I Tasks in the bomc:

Firewood is very scarce in Bangladesh so the woman will
have to collect fuel of all kin& including dlung,  which she will dry
and make into pats for burning. Strangely the women take a pride in
this and often embellish the pats with design.

A woman must rise very early in the morning to prepare
a meal for her husband before he goes out to the fields, she will then
cook for her children and, finally, cat herself. The meal will usually
consist of left over rice, curry or cooked or salted rice paste; or
rice and pulses cooked together. In some districts, in winter time,
they will ea; sweet potatoes.

She will then send the children to school or out to
keep a watch on the cows or goats whilst they are grazing and will
clean out the cow and poultry sheds.

At noon she must prepare another and more substantial
meal and send it out to her husband in the field if necessary. This
will again consist of rice or vegetable curry, pulses, fried greens,
sour soup, and occasionally, when the family can afford this, dried
fish or meat curry. In the evening she must prepare a third meal
consisting of the same items, she herself will eat only when the others
have finished.

She nest milk the animals and feed them on rice fodder
mixed with gruel, mustard cakes, pulses, husks or grass brought from
the fields: water  hyacinths are also used, but only in limit-cd quantity;
they contain a large quantity of water and too much is bad for the
cattle. She must carry water for the animals an2 for the family's needs.
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She must alsi) put in long hours in her kitchezi  garden,
where she grovs the fruits and vegetabi~e-3 for family consumptioilr
Cows are kept for use as draught animals as well as for the n&lk they
give and they are a status symbol in the village.

She will also wash the clothes for her family, usually
carrying them down to the Aver or to the village pump, using soda
and sometimes ashes to get them clean and rubbing them on a stone or
wooden  plank and she will make soap from nshes and plantain leaves.

Food arenaration  in thd, none-- *

The women will sometimes make paddy into beaten rice
(chira) puffed rice (nuri) and fried rice @hoi) both for home
consumption. as a delicacy, and for sale. This and the sale of
surplus fruit an3 vegetable an.: eggs, are usually the only m*ans
by which shi: can make s little money at present.

a) u is made by boiling the paddy and then
soaking it overnight  nn.i boiling it age~in in the
mul-l:;n~" It is then drie.! in the sun. Muri making
is a special skill known only to some women, it
requires quick action on the part of two of .them
worki~ng together. The skeoially treated paddy is next.
husked and the, rice thus produced is roasted brown
on the chula and constantly stirred with a bunch of
small twigs tied together. This rice is then quickly
transferred to another pot containing heated sand so
that the rice puffs up quickly, this takes only a
minute or two. It is then kept in tightly sealed
containers.

b) gb& is prepared from a special variety of fine
paddy. It is not bciled first but is placed on
heated sand in an earthen pot until it is puffed.
It is than removed and the pa&y husks cleaned from it.

c) m requires a special skill in processing the
paddy. It is boiled in hot water and the women bites
the grain to soe when it is sufficiently tender, it
is then strained into a basket but it is not dried.
The  paddy is then roasted in a pot until it has burst
and then two women quickly crush the treated paddy
in au so that it is flaked.





Drawing  water at the farCly weil
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Muri, Khai and Chira  are made up into balls with molasses, some
women do it professionally and are known as muriwali. These women
take their products themselves to the local market but the other
women, who do not customarily go there , must ask their husbands or
children to do this for them and will only send the little
which they do not consume at home.

d) Powdered rice: A woman will always keep a stock
of powdered rice for preparingpithas  (country cakes).
She will soak the rice overnight and then powder it
ina-. The cakes can  be dried in the sun and
kept for future use.

There are also many sweets made of milk products.

Pood preservation:

a: Women will dry green mango skins for future
use in curry or sour soup and preserve ripe mangoes as achar  or
chutney with oil, sugar or molasses, and local spices. They will
make vinegar from black berries and date juice, aad molasses from
crushing and then boiling cane sugar , or by tapping the juice of a
date palm tree. These molasses are then kept in tightly sealed
bottles or earthen pitchers which are put in jutihangers and hung
in a dark corner. Ginger, onion and garlic are dried in the sun and
spread out on a mat under the bed, potatoes and ja?k fruit,dried  and
spread on sand in a corner, tumeric  and zbillies are &lso  dried
and put in contoinxs  with tight fitting lids. Spices used in
cooking are always freshly ground each day and this is another
consuming tasks.

Crafts:

Heny  of the traditional skills the woman has, will
have been handed down to her from her mother. Guring the monsoon
season, whon she cannot work outside a great dual, or, during the
day time, whenever she has freedod from her multitudinous tasks, she
will make:

- Red quilts and mats

- Ropes, brooms and hangers (sikas),
made from jute,grass  or straw or
eooonut  fibres.

- Pitcher stands, lamp stands, stools and
other articles from bamboo.

- Baskets, winnowers, sieves etc. from
bamboo also
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These will be for the family's use but, in some  areas
with a tradition of handicrafts, she will zmke these for sale also.

She will decorate her hone, and her pots, winnowers,
tin trunks etc. with her own designs, making her colours fron local
herbs and using fish scales. coconuts shells. be&s, buttons and
palm leaves for enbellisbmcnt. She will nake necklaces, e;cbroider
rats and ciothes and make small clay figures of people, animals and
birds, which she will paint in bright colours.

Different regions have different skills, the women
of the Hill Tracts especially are famous for their handicrafts.

Activities of the, landless women:

The very poorest women in a village whose husbands duo
not own land on which they can grow their own vegetables and who may
live only in small huts which they have built themselves, do not.
of course. undertake all the above activities. They are sometimes
widows or divorced and without family of their own. They will hire
themselves out as labourcrs to the larger landowners, during the
farming season, but, for the rest of ths year, they must work as
oervants  to the other villagers or undertake any other work they can
find to obtain their food. They are often reduced to begging in the
monsoon season when there is no work for them and these are the
women in ereatcst need of help now in the way of income generating
activities.

They are the ones who appear to be the least involved
in the current progranzzss  for rural women, perhaps because  of the
educational and social gap between thorn and the other. better off,
wonen  in the village.

Snecial areas of activities:

There are certain villages where both men and women are
engaged in the same works and these are named after the professions
which they follow such as "Telepara" (oil crushing) "Jalepara" (fishing)
"Dhopepara"  (washerPan's  village) "Kunarpara"  (potter 's  vil lage)
"Tatipara"  (Weaver's village). A&.culture  is Less importance in these
villages and the women-play an equal part with the men in these
occupations although they will still ksep poultry and grow vegetables.



A Rural Women's Timetable

5 O'clock

6 - 7 a.m.

7 - 0 a.m.

0 - 9 a.m.

5- 11 a.m.

11-12 a.m.

12 - 1 p.m.

1 - 2 p.m.

2 - 3 p.m.

3 - 4 p.m.

4 - 5 p.m.
5 - 6 p.m.

6 - 7 p.m..

7 - 0 p.m.

Rising, washing and cleaning the house ar,d compound,
releasing the poultry, collecting eggs.
Preparing the early morning meal for the working members
of the family before they go out to the fields.

Milking, collecting fuel, making dung cakes, tending
kitchen garden, cleaning cowshed  and compound,drying
straw to burn  it.
Preparing food for the mid day meal,grinding species,
peelir,g vegetables.
Husking paddy, winno.ning and sifting, preparing rice
products.
Cooking.

Washing clothes, bathing, fetching water, feeding
the animals and the poultry.

Drying jute and paddy, putting other stores out in
the sun to dry.

Feeding her husband and family, after this eating herself.

&king articles such as baskets and quilts for home
use or for sale.

Preparing and cooking the evening meal.

Praying, bringing,the children home, shutting up
the pouitry and animals.
Eating the evening meal and c1eanir.g  up.

Rest period, sitting on the verandah talking and
smoking before going to bed.
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INTERMEDIATE TECHNOLOGY
FOR

AGRICULTURAL AND PARA AGRICULTURALACTIVITIES

Aaricultural and Para-Aaricultural
activities of the Rural Women.

Except in the Kill Tracts, or in the case of the
very poorest, landless women, who hire themselves out to work as
labourers, women do not usually work in the fieldw in Bangladesh,
it is against tradition. As it is also part of their way of life
to make themselves as inconspicous as possible when carrying out
the many tasks they are called on to perform, the extent to which
they participate in some forms of agricultural aotivity is often
overlooked.

They are, however, responsible for the following tasks:

The aren.f&ation  of the threshinf floors:
The women collect suitable clay for this during the

winter and keep it in a corner of their compounds. Before threshing.
this inner compound is levelled, sloping from the centre outwards.
The clay is soaked overnight and mixed with fresh ODW dung the next
morning and then spread over the compound by means of a piece of old
gunny sack or netting, working from the centre to the sides. It is
left to dry in the sun and the same process repeated the next day.
If there is a lot of paddy,sometimes  the outer compound has also
to be treated in this way.

The threshing:
The actual threshing is carried out by men who usually

use bullocks to trample the grain having first muzzled them, but once
this &s been completed the work is carried on by both men and
women, The straw and grain are separated by a riddle and the grain
heaped in a corner of the compound and covered with a mat. If pedal
operated threshers are used, these are also usually operated by the men.





--
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The grain is spread out on the threshing floor or on
the public road from sunrise to sunset to dry and the women will
turn it over with her foot several times a day. If the amount is
large, it will take her several days to complete this process. In
the meantime, she has to keep a constant watch on the poultry
and birds and much of the grain may be spoilt. She is therefore
in a continual state of anxiety throughout the process and will
be blamed should anything do wrong.

The Winnowing:

QtoraPe:

Winnowing is an important as threshing and this is a
process entirely carried out by the women. A woman can spend
several weeks on this. About 15 - Z@ of the paddy grown will
lack a kernel and this has to be separated ,from the rest of the
paddy. There are several different ways of doing this, but usually
the woman will place some paddy on a flat circular tray, made of
bamboo, she then holds this high above her head, in a windy corner
as she can find and throws the paddy into the wind. The heavier
paddy, containing the kernel, will fall at her feet, the lighter
will be blown away by the wind. This is a monotonous and very time
consuming task and it is repeated after husking snd milling also.
The women will use sieves after winnowing to clean the grain still
further.

The methods of storing paddy follow different patterns
in different areas. In areas in which rice is grown on a large
scale, small huts raised up off the ground are built of mud and
bamboo,  and this of course is the.bcst way of protecting the grain.
The rise for sale will be stored separately from the rice for the
family's use,

In case of the small subsistence farmer,the sin will
be stored in a bamboo basket or earthern  vessel (a matka$in a
corner of the house on a bamboo platform. The basket is sealed
by the woman with one or two layers of mud mixed with cow dung
and rice husks which is then allowed to dry hard. A bamboo stick
will be used to ram the paddy down into the container 80 that there
are no air pockets and a mat placed on top before ths mud seal is
put on. The opening into the grain store will also be sealed in
the same way.
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Now that the price of rice has risen so much. rice
thieves are a great Froblsm and the women have to continually be
on the watch for them and the more traditional predators such as
rodents and insects.

This is desirable as it makes husking easier but is
not practiced everywhere snd not all the rice is parboiled, the
process varies with the different types of rice and in different
areas. First the woman makes a stove (chula)  out of mud in a
shady part of her compound. She digs a hole about three to four
feet in depth and two feet wide and she places bamboo strips across
this and plasters  mud on top of them. When the mud has hardened,
she cuts circular holes in it to take  the cooking pots in which
the paddy will be steamed. Wood, twigs, branches, leaves and
rejected rice straw and husks are burnt in this stove. She knows
from much experience the amount of water to use and how long she
must steam  the paddy, so that it reaches the stage when it bursts open.

When it is ready,the pots are emptied on to a coar !
bamboo mat laid on the threshing floor. The parboiled paddy is
spread out in layers to dry in the s3un and is turned frequently
during the day. The whole process is sometimes repeated again and
can take two or three days to complete.

The women will continue with this processing until a
substantia!.  amount of paddy is available for the next stage-husking.
The paddy is meanwhile stored in baskets, often taking up most of
the space in the house.

The men know very little about thsse processes, but
all the women and children living in the compound will take part
in them,

The main husking is always a big event in a family's
life, but it is a process often repeated and the sound of husking
can usually be heard somewhere in a village. Two methods are
employed. In the first, the woman pounds the grain in a wooden
bowl (kbhal)  with a heavy stick.(sia)  which she holds vertically
and allows to drop down ontc the grain. She can do this by herself
or with another woman, pounding in turn. In the second method, she
employs a dheki. This costs quite a lot to buy, and is made of the
wood of a common tree such as mango or jack fruit tree, but it speeds
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Using  a dheki to husk px’dy





up the process considerably and makes the work a little less arduous.
It consists of heavy wooden beam suspended by a fulcrum horizontally
between two vertical posts and balanced so that the woman can depress
it at one end with pressure from her foot, when it is fully raised
she removes the pressure, the beam descends and a~hard piece of wood
mounted on to it at right angles at the other end, drops onto the
grain which is in a wooden container. Three women operate this
together, two raising the beam in turn with their feet and the third
keeping the container filled with paddy. Three wovm  can husk five
maunds  of paddy in three days by this method ( a maund equals 86 lbs).
The women often sing songs when husking- paddy, SO that they work
together in rhythm.

Engine operated rice mills are now beginning to do this
, _, ~2,.  ;f:.,,i

husking for the women, but the process is wasteful, since it usually
produces only 20-22 seers of rice from a maund  of paddy whereas the ', :, ,?:,',, :cc
WOE?* get as many as 30 w by their methods (40 seers equal one
maund).  These mills also polish the rice and in so doing remove much
of its nutritional value.

There are three stages of husking. The first stage
(Ak Kara) only removes the outer skin. The second removes the next
layer and the third leaves the rice ready for consumption. Rice for
sale is procsssed to the third stage but some people prefer to buy
second stage rice, first stage rice is kept for family use and is
only eaten when the other rice has been used up.

The paddy husks are used to feed the poultry and the
cows and the outer skin is used for fuel so nothing is wasted. The
straw is used to feed the cows and is stacked in the conpound.

Horticulture:

This is almost entirely the responsibility of the women
except where fruits and vegetables are grown on a commercial scale.
The women in theJill Tracts help also with this but this is not
customary elsewhere.
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The women grow the following,dependi.ng  on the
conditions in the xaa where they are living:-

VEGETAB~  :
Squash
Egg plants
Cucumbers
Ik@i.n
OkEI
Beans,dwarf  end lr~%l
cabbage
Cauliflower
Onion
Spinach, sweet and sour
Tomatoes
Po'atoes
sweet Potatoes
Kochu

FRUIIS:

Pomelo
GUNa
LWL0n
Lime
Pineapples

Mangoes
Jack Fruit
coconuts
Lichees
Papaya

SPICES:

Gillger
Tunerio
Pepper
Chilli
Ccriander
ClEliTl
Dill
Garlic
Mint

The women are re?sponsible  for preparing the ground and
making the seed bed8  and for watering the plents.  When the fruit iS
on the trees,they have to keep an all night watch to prevent it from
being  stolen. They harvest it, select seed, dry this end store it
and they do the same for the vegetables.

It is their work to put the fencing round the plot and
to erect any poles needed to support the creepers.

A woman digs the ground with a hoe (called a spade in
Bengali) and also has a sickle. She uses ashes end cow dung for
manure. It is a matter of great pride to her that she should be able
to supply her family with all that it needs in the way of fruits and
vegetables, and she very rarely buys these. She scatters ashes on
the vegetables to keep the flies away and to frighten the birds. She
makes soare-crows  as well as rattles from old tin cans. She will alsO
hang up old discarded cooking pots on wires and painted with spots in
line to frighten away evil spirits.

Such things as pulses. grams, lentils and peas are grown
in the fields by tile men, but the women will be held responsible for
preserving theses after they have been threshed. Sometimes she leaves
them unhusked  end stores them in earthen pots and lins with tight fitting
lids.
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She also makes oil from linseed and other oil seeds,
such as til and tishi and from mustard, ground nuts and coconuts and, "
'in some *re*s, also from cashew nuts.

She crushes pulses in the home by pounding them with a
stone or in a mortar, and for larger quantities uses a spice grinder,
if she is fortunate enough to possess one.

If the woman has any surplus, she will sell it in the
market, but she m%y not go there herself, she must either s+nd one
of her children or ask her husband to do it for her,  alternatively
she may sell to a middleman who will call at her house. She is
therefore very often cheated. If she is able to sell something (perhaps
to a woman  neighbour,  so that her husband is unaware of the transaction)
she will do her best to conceai  the money from him. She also regards
the food that she has stored away as a source of cash in an
emaigency such as illness.

Animalhusbandly:

The women share with the men the responsibility for
looking after the cows, bullocks and goats. It is their task to milk,
feed and water them.

Yens, ducks and pigeons are, however, the women's
responsibility and they attach great. importance to this.

They will make the poultry houses themselves out of mud
and bamboo and the birds will be locked'up in this at night. hens
who ere laying,will sit in clay pots filled with rice straw. The
women make bamboo basket covers to protect tne baby chicks and they
will collect snails and earth worms to feed 50 the ducks. When an
epidemic breaks out,they will treat them with herbal medicines, such
as garlic and pepper and even quinine. Although poultry keeping is
a constant worry to the women. they gain great prestiage  from it and
wcmen who have no poultry are looked down upon. The goats are the
preai~ous possession of old women and children, as they are easy to
care for. During the growing season the goats are tied up and fed on
leaves collected by the children. There is a traditional belief that
their milk is good for sufferers from Tuberculosis.
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Fish Culture:

The man is responsible for catching  fish in the canals
and rivers, but the women are increasingly taking a part in rearing
fish in fish ponds and they are responsible  for rr:nring  the fingerlings.
There Is a drive at present to increase the number of fish ponds but
supervision is necessary if they arc! tc be successful. The women
will dry any surplus fish the men may catch, especially hilsha.
by cleaning them and dipping them in brine, but the methods used
are often crude and unhygienic and needs improving.
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MEANING OFINTERMEDIATETECHNOLOGY
(How it couldhelpthe  rural women in Bangladesh)

The term Intermediate Technology is frequently heard
now-a-days, but not every one is yet aware of exactly what it means.
IntermediBte  technologies may be defined as these which are an
improvement on the ones already in use but which are not too advanced
to afford R half way stage between the soghisticated  and costly
technoloqios used now in most of the richer countries end the simpler
and sometimes too primitive m&hods  employed in some of the poorer
ones. They are else meant to be tcchnoBogies  which are appropriate to
the circumstances in which thev ax to be used, hence another term
which is 71~0 often hoard and is equally valid - "&propriate"
?echnolog;r.  _'Yillrrge" Technology is also sometimes used but has less
precise meaning.

The Intermedinte  Technology movement - for such it can
now be cnlled, - owes much of its inspiration to the late Dr.'%?rita"
Schumacher,  the cconocist  snd nuthor  of the best seller "Small is
Boe.utiful". In this he argl$d th.ot Man's  ourrent  pursuit of  profit
and progross  and the fragmentation of expertise, which  has led to
technologist, scientist nnd economist all working  independently from
each other, hes led to rconomic inefficiency, nnv:roncntal pollution

I
and inhumc  working conditions. He points out that, when an advanced
technology is introduced, the Intcrmedinte  Technologies employed until
than, gradually disappenr so that. for example, a fnrmer,  who cannot

i

afford a tractor  is forced out of busines?  bccausc  he can no longer
obtain draught animals to pull his plough, Because of the same prrssurcs
nos-::lcxtric typcwritsrs  s,re not now mflafr.ctnred  in many countries,
nor are such things as kerosene  operated  refrigerators or fans, with
the result that, people living in e.ror.s  where there is no elecricity
now,  live more uncomfortably than they did thirty years ago, when
these items were still obtainable, their standard ot' iiving has gono
down - not up.
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The historical reasons which have led to the West
being so dependent on machines are often forgotten. The Industrial
Revolution in the 18th century in 9ritsin (which  led to lmgs
numbers of farm labourers qoing to Xve in the towns to work in
the newly established factories) am the colonising of the great
open spaces of both North America and Austmlin,  forced the farmers
to turn to cechmisation  if they were to be able to gmw sufficient
food to feed the people  who were no lonfer growing  their own. This
situation, however, is absent in most of tho developnp  countriss
today, where mm power is readily availabl~e  and nest rural people
grow their own food, but it is beinr creat,?d  in those which are
becoming industrialised. It is not technolcmical backwardness which
leads may Asian countries to use thousands of workers to construct roads
snd dnns in circunstences where the developed countries would use bull
dozers, but the need to find enploynent  for these people who, without
it , till go hunmy,  and P capital intensive, higzhly automated plastic
shoe factory turninp  out several million shoes a year is of doubtful
benefit to the economy if it puts out of work three or four thousands
leather workers who fomerly zade  these shoes by hand,

The followers of Dr.Schmacher's  teachings therefore seek
to introduce and, wham  necessary, evrlve, simpler technologies more
suited to thr circunstances  in which they are ~to be introduced. which
will also emply local materials,and labour whenever possible, This is
not to say, however, that they are for one nonent advocating that the
poorer countries should be content with technolo~izs  which the richer
have discarded but that. with the benefit of hindsight, these countries
now have the opportunity of avoidin<  the trip into which the developed
countries hove fallen with their over dependence on resources which
are rapidly running out or are becoming too costly to use - such as
fossil fuel. In fact, a number of developed countries are thenselves
now seeking to revive technoloxics which were in use for many
centuries until the advent of the petrol angin; rendered then, as it
was then thou&t, obsolete. The use of wind and water power to
generate electricity to punp water or to turn ?rindinF:  nills is still
possible today.

But if a shortage of manpower is rarely a problen in the
poorer countries unacceptsbly ardous labour often is and this should
obviously be reduced where ever possible. Quite sinple 2eans can
often achieve this, the addition of ball bearings  to a potter's wheel
till increase his out-put three? fold bec&se the wheel will turn more
smoothly, breakers fitted to hand carts will make them easier to
restrain -when goinq down hill and gears would nake  a rickshaw driver's
life much less hard than it is now. Trees which are at present cut
down by hahd could be felled by a hand held chain saw instead, (ad
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far mars cheaply than by bull dozers) whilst grinding ilills,
introduced into women's prograrnnes in several countries, have
saved then much hard labour  in grinding their maize and wheat into
flolur between two stones, nor do the%+ destroy the vitmin content
as many larger engine turned mills do.

Rural women in particular, could be helped a great
deal by simple technologies  which could make their present tasks
much lighter. Many people do not realise now, how heavy their
workload is and how badly they need help, help if their health and
that of their children (and therefore of the nation) is to be improved.

In introducing new technologies, however, care needs
to be taken to see that these do not conflict with local cxtoms or
they may do Icore harm than good. Technologies should be adapted to
the people - not the people to then and those that evolve naturally
from ones already in use are the best because there will be less
difficulty in intorducing theIc. A nachine  which perhaps requires a
rotating action will be resirted by the women if their muscles are
nore accustomed  to a pounding one.

The division of labour  between the sexes also which
differs everywhere, needs careful study especially as, in many
countries now, the women enjoy considerable prestige as the growers
of food for their families which th@y will lose if the pattern of
living is changed too drastically. A well meant. but unfortunate
attempt in one Asian country to help the wonen,  by substituting
scythes foi- sickles when harvesting paddy, let to the men taking
those over because they were too heavy for the women, with the result
that these lost their livelihood, and a pedal operated grinding mill
introduced into another country suffered the same fate because local
custom forbade the wonen to sit astride. Customs can, of course, be
changed but it is usually a very lenghthy procedure and one better
not attempt, unless tine is of no importance. #omen are usually less
resistant to change than men, but need first to be convinced. quite
understandably, that this is for tha better.

The Intermediate Technology Development Group was
founded in London, RS far back as 1965 but there are nrul a number of
ti,nilar bodies throughout the world in Developing as well as Developed
countries, including the kppropriate Technology Cell In Dacca,  which
"a8 set up by the Bsngladesh  Agricultural Resenrch  Council about a
year ago. All of these orgenisations  are able and willing to advise
on simple technologita  which co:ild help to inprove  ths quality of
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life for both men and women in urban as well as ru:;.l  areas BY L
many  have published helpful handbooks on a vqriet:,.  !:f subjact:~;.
which would be of help to anyone engaged iu a rur:.i developm~~.t
programme.

Is en annexure to this report, selection from some of
these have been included in a handbook of "Simple technologies for
rural woaen  in BMgledesh", end there is also a bibliography, It
is not suggested that ~11 of these ideas are necessarily ones which
the women Gould carry out themselves unaided but the simple,
maxually  operated, machines illustrated togcthtir with the names
~n,l addresses of their suppliers,may  be nf interest to planners of
rural development programmes  for wonen  8s well, as to the various
wonen's  orgaisations  in Bangladesh.

!?,?vs i n  ,which Int+,?nediate  Tecbnoloa
_cuuld  be used to hela the women in Bang&&&

As has been set out in Jetail elsewhere in the report,
the majority of the rur91 women il: Xengladcsh  are occupied at all
sessons  of the year, from the mor.<,nt  that they get up, at first light,
until they go to bed, so that UP.? :ss this work can first be reduced
there is 9 danger  that the intT:3xtion  of other activities, e'ven
those designed to help them ir.crease  their income, may. instead,
prove to be the proverbial 1:;:. straw which breaks their backs..
If their present activities ?q not Rctually  generate income now they
are at least saving:  because,  jr' they did not undertake these tasks,
their  husbands would have to pay someone else to do so.

The rural women can be divided into three main groups,
whose circumstances differ considerably, First there arc the so
called "destitute" woman - widows qnd women who have been divorced
or have lost their families and who have,  therefore to hire themselves
out RS labourers  in the fields or .ss servants to the other villngers,
they ere usually the only women to be seen working in the fields,
except in the Hill Trsots*

The next group - the largest. ten be sub-divided into
those women whoee husband0  do not own land, so that these work as
hired labour to other fe'vers. and thede whose husbands either
rent or own a snrJ1  fzm of their own. Both sets of women, however,
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have much the sane tasks to carry out and, because they have
trsined from childhood to efface themselves in a largely nsle
oriented world and work mostly in the priv&v of their own compoxds,
many men, and sometimes even their own husbands, do not always
realise how much they have to do. In ndditian to the household
duties expected of women everywhere, they csrry out most of the
food processing, including threshing, husking, winnowing and drying
the grsin end these are time consuming mnd monotonous tssks.  Most
of them will also keep s kitchen gsrden,  in which they will grow
fruit and vegetables and spices for the family's consumption and
m&y keep poultry as well. They must fetch water for the household
and th:: mimals and search for fuel for cooking purposes and in
their "free" time they will nske household articles such as
baskets, nets, mats, winnowing trays, jute hang< .s and bed quilts,
some may even make their own clay pots.

The final group of women consists of the slightly nore
prosperous ones - the wives of the larger lsndowners  and the
shopkeepers etc., who sre able to afford servants snd to hire labour
so that these are the women best able et present, to t&e advantage
of most of the existing programmas  for the rural women because
they are the only ones with any leisure to speak of and are also
the best educnted.

In theory, the "destitute" women should also have the
time to take part in these progrsmmes  because  they do not have the
heavy responsibilities of the second group of women but, in
practice, it would appear that they do not always do so. they arc
perhaps understandably, reluctant to mix with the other "bstter off"
women, especially in activities which may require a certain degree
of literacy. Many of them do take part in the Food for Work
progrsnme,  but this is seasonal and the rest of the time  they are
bard pressed to eern a living. It is these women, therefore, who
are most likely to benefit from income-generating activities and it
is suggested in the recommendations that inter alia, they might
be employed bottling or drying surplus fruit and vegetables during
the season and making soap.

Much of the food processing that the nidd~le  group
of women carry out could be lightened by the introduction of simple
machines, which custom would permit them to use if these were
manually operated, and some suitable for this purpose are
illustrated in the annexurs "Simple Technologies for Rural Women
in Aan~ladesh."
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It is not suggested that these should be purchased by
individuals - few women would be able to afford them - but that
one should bc owned collectively by a number of women and used in
rotation, but in order to do this they will, of course, first
require hel; in obtaining long term credit or a loan - which might
be on a rsgolving basis so that, when DM machIne  h& been paid for,
the money is available to buy another one, It is best that they
should pw for these machines themselves, however. or they will not
value them.

A simil.ar programme to the one suggested was carried
out in Africa where hand operated grinding mills saved the women
some fifteen hours a week each formerly spent in grinding the maize
into flour between two stones. The women :rere formed into groups and
in order to obtain the money for the mills these started their own
group farms and sold the produce in the market, thus having the
indirect result that food became much more plentiful. Once they
had become accustcned  to working together it was easy to introduce
other programmes, such as one on child welfare, meanwhile the profits
from the group farm were used to finance other activities, the
"binding" agency, however, was the corn mill.

It should therefore be possible to develop a programme
of the same type in Bangladesh, using winnowing or threshing or
husking machines instead, the latter especially could be of great
benefit to the women but, although  three possible machines have been
included in.the handbook, it must be admitted than none of these is
ideal, as yet, and it is to be hoped that some agency will soon
market a better version. Meanwhile the dheki already used in some
areas  in Bangladesh is an imFrovemont  on the other methods used and
the women do not yet have these might be assisted to obtained then.

Whatever machines are obtained. however, these will need
to be supervised in the early stages, because there will inevitably be
some troubles until the women have become accustomed to using them,
someone will Xtso have to see that repayments of any money received
are made on time SO that a programme  of this nature could probably
only succeed if one or nom of the national women's orgsnisations
is prepared to sponsor  it, whichever do so, however, till find that
they will be repaid by an increased confidence on the part of the
women in any other proposals they may make.

As for the other tasks women carry out, they could be
relieved fmn the burden of having to carry water by the provision
of still more wells, as well as improvx~en+s  to existing ones? and
hand pumps fitted to these would prevent pollution. It ought also
to be possible to arrange  for pumps which are used solely for
irrigation purposes now to be used, at night time, to pump water into
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storage tanks in the neighbouring village end, stand pipes, where
these exist, could be made higher so that small children could
shower under them, whilst larger surrounds would make it easier for
the women to wash their clothes there.

Bio-gas (also known es Cobarpasj  pients could make
much more efficient use of the dung which the women use now for
cookhng  purposes end would also provide fertiliser for the kitchen
gardens es the residue, after the methane $as has been extracted,
is rich in phosphates, nitrogen and potash, whilst firewood
shortages could be remedied by fuel plantations of self
regenerating  trees end bamboo might also be planted :on e larger
scale, et present it is quite unnecessarily expensive  because of
scarcity.

Given sufficient bamboo and poles from the forest, houses,
in areas liable to flooding, might be built up on stilts, above the
normal flood level, as they are in most of the neighbouring countries
subject to seasonal flooding , and grain stores, rsised up in the sese
wmy. would keep rats out of the grain as well as the grain out of the
water. Drying floors might also be provided in the villages to
stop the present practice of drying the grain on the roads - because
in the monsoon, these are often the only area of dry land of any
si ee. Not only is this dangerous, much of the grain is lost when
vehicles pass over it.

Fruit and vegetables which are at present wasted in
seasonal gluts could be preserved by bottling under pressure in
"Mason" or "Kilner" jars and full particulars of this process,
together with receipts, are given in the second ennerure  to this report
eP. Mannual  of Food Preservation". They could also be preserved by
drying in the sun and the grain drying floors already suggested could
be used  for this  propose  too. It would be essential, though, for
both process to be carried out under close supervision to ensure the
necessary hygienic standards so that, here again, the women's
organisations could play a most valuable part in organising  this.

They might also consider helping the village women to
market their surplus produce, et present their husbands or children
must take it to market for them because custom does not permit them
to go there themselves and they do not always receive their money
when these get beck. Alternatively, they sometimes sell to a
middle man, who gives them very little (but at least pays the money
to them) but they would receive a fairer price if they could sell to
a women's marketing group instead.
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Pineapples grow well in Bangladesh  so that, quite
possibly a small cottage industry could be set up processing the
fibre. which comes from the leaves and xliich. in the Philippines
and Taiwan is used to make sll sorts of baskets  and cloth. South
Africa is also experinenting with using pineapple fibre as a
substitute for jute. However, the poorer th+ fruit the better
the fibre and, as E&;ladesh pineapples are excellent, and jute
is a major industry here already, it might be better to think
in terms  of canning these instead. This couldprovide opportunities
of employment  for women but on a larger, commercial scales samewhat
outside the terns of this report.

The rearing of fingerlings is something which the
women might also be encouraged to do as an income generating activity -
though this, again, will require supervision and soap making
might be undertaken by the poorer "destitute" women when they were not
engaged in bottling, recipes are given.

Any programme  to improve the standard of living in the
villages should be part of an integrated whole. It will not greatly
help the women just to introduce a threshing machine to a water
pump without any follow up or naintenance..Technologies  thus
introduced in isolation, as many after are, lose much of their value,
properly used they can be the means to an end, in this particular
case the end should be a reduction of the rural women's worKload
and the consequent improvement in her health and that of her children.
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1-0

A CHINESE WHEELBARROW. This has only one wheel
and so can travel along very narrow paths. Loads
of equal weight must be balanced on each siae of
the wheel to keep it upright.

Tbs.-ee  ways of carrying loads suspended from the shoulders
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FIL NG WATER

D~i~~~g water should always be boiled fo- at least five
minutes, 1-t is also good to filter it o

e i&2ture ahows two earthen poP;s. The top one
has had a small hole bored into the bottom of it through
which the water drips into the bottom dar, In the top
jar a layer o'E small stones has first been placed and, on
top of these,has been placed a layer of charcoal crushed
into small. pieces. The
must be :rashed  before putting them
will pass through these'lqers and
of the suspended matter.

stones and the sand
in the pot, The water
they will remove much

room time to time the
layers shoiGd be taken
out and w:;shed and then
put beck again,

.4 *. : - . *

Another %my of removing im-
purities fr the water.
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Three ways of
keeping food
cool.

COOL WATER

4, If a kalsi is filled with water and then hung up
outside ,in strong sunlight, by means of a piece
of rope tied round its necl?, the water inside will
stay cool and be good to drink.
The kalsi must hang, not 'be placed on the ground,

so that the air passes under it and must not be
glazed, The water will cool by evaporation and
this is why it must be in the sun
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Framework  of iceless  refrigerator.

AN ALMIRAR 'PO KEEP FOOD COOL

Make a wooden frame similar to the one shown in pic-
ture 1 to the desired size , but not larger than 56 inches
high or 12 - 14 inches wide. The shelves inside should
be removable. If it i; possible put wire netting on the
sides and top but this is not essential.
Obtain a flat metal tray about 4 inches deep and a lit-

tle larger than the base of the frame and stand the almir-
ah inside this. Obtain a similar tray or a bucket for
the top of the almirah.

Cover the frame loosely with hessian, as shown in p:ic-
ture 2 and allow this to hang down in to the bottom t:ray,
this is most important.

On the top of the almirah sew~four wicks (salta),such  as
are used in lamps,on to the hessian, then put water in the
upper tray,or bucket, and stand this on top of the almirah,
put the loose ends of these wicks into the water. Always
keep this tray full of water.

Put water in the bottom tray also. The first time the
Almireh is used wet the hessian  all over. Stand the alm-
irah in a shady place where there is plenty of air to blow
round it, and the food inside will stay cool through evap-
oration.
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SECOND ICELESS COOLER

Take a large pot with a wide mouth and a basket small
enough to go inside it. Put two bricks inside
the pot on which the basket can stand. Make a lid
for the basket and sew a piece of hessian round the rim
so that it hangs loose at the bottom of the basket.
Fut the food inside the basket and then place this in-
side the pot standing on the bricks. Put a lit-
tle water inside the Dot and let tEe hessian from the
basket hang down into*this,  also, the first time, make
the hessian itself wet, but do NOT let the basket it-
self stand in the water, it should be just above it, on
the bricks. If the hessian cloth is in the water
at the bottom of the pot it will stay wet a long time
and will keep the food in the basket cool.
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1.

IMPROVED CW

The drawings show an improved type of chula which
can be made out of mud or brick. Measurements
are showu on the plans. The diameters of the holes
in the top should be about an inch smaller than the
pots which will be used on them and any holes whxch
are not in use should be covered over to prevent
the smoke coming out and also to stop a back draught.
The floor of the fire duct should slope slightly up-
wards as shown in picture I, A step, or ledge
should be built underneath the opening for the fire
wood to stop long pieces falling out on to the floor,

Picture 3 shows the chimney going straight up through
the roof, when this is of tin or of tiles. Picture
4 shows how it should be bent away from the roof when
this is made of more inflammay:le  material.
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A stove using rice hulls ( husks ) which will save fuel.
rjse a four gallon kerosene or similar tin to make the stove.

-

?2he burning stick pushed in through the bottom opening,
to start the husks burning,must  be only half the width
of t'ne opening or it will shut out the air. A one
yard long piece of wood, pushed in further as the end
burns up and a full tin of rice husks will provide a
usable cooking flame for about two hours.
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If the space in a house is limited make each wooden
cot a little shorter and a little lower than the
other ones, then, in daytime, they can be placed
under one another, as the picture shows.

Another way of saving space is to build one bed
above the other, as is done in ships and in the
sleeplog compartments on trains.

Two ways of keeping rats away.
'These can also be placed on
ropes so that they cannot run
up or down these.
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A HAY BOX

Put a layer of hay, straw or rice husks in the bot-
tom of a wooden or tin box and make a lid for this
and pad it with some old,clean cloth.

Stand the cooking pot you intend to use on this layer
and pack the hay, straw or rice husks tightly round it,
then take out the pot.
Put inside it whatever you intend to cook and put the
pot on the chula to get hot. When the consents
are boiling take the pot off the chula and put it back
in the hay box. Put the lid on the cooking pot and
the other lid on the hay box to keep the heat in.
Leave the cooking pot in the box for several hours,the
pot will stay hot and the food will go on cooking in-
side it.

If you do not have a suitable box a large, wide mouthed
jar will do,providing  that it is large enough to take
the cooking pot and if it has a lid to keep the heat
in.
Cooking food this way you will use very little fuel,
only what is necessary to bring the pot to the boil.
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SOAP MAKING 'RECIPE NO.1

Required :- 5 bottles of oil 1 pint size

3 bottles of water 1 pint size
1 tin of caustic soda 1 lb size
1 large enamel or earthenware bowl

1 smaller bowl
DO NOT USE ALUMINIUM FOR THESE

Suitable moulds for the soap, or this
can be poured into a wooden box or a
strong card board box.

Put the water into the smaller basin end then, very
carefully, pour the caustic soda from the tin into the
water. NEVBR PUT THB hiATl?H IETO THE CAUSTIC SODA, THIS
IS DANGEROUS. The water will bubble up when the soda
is poured in but this is quite.correct. Do not let any
of this mixture splash on to your skin or clothes or put
your finger in it or it will burn you,

Leave this for several hours to cool down BUT BE
VERY CAREFUL THAT CHILDREN OR ANIMALS CAN NOT GET AT IT

OR IT WIU HARM THEM.
The next day melt the oil in a pan over the fire and

then pour it into the large bowl to cool. When it is
ready very slowlv and stead- pour the first mixture ,of
caustic soda and water, into this oil ,stirring slowly all
the time., with a wooden spoon and.for about 48 minutes.
When it 'begins to thicken pour it into the moulds or the
boxes, having first lined these with sheets of paper so
that the soap will be easy to lift out ( an old piece of
cloth would also do )

Leave the soap to cool for a day or two and then
take it out of the box and cut it up into pieces with a
sharp knife or by means of a thin piece of wire held
tightly stretched in the hands.
This recipe is for soap for washing clothes. Any veg-
etable oil will do e
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HZ.4 TC CORRECT MISTAKES

If your soap is unsatisfactory it may be because : -

1. You used rancid or salty fat
2. You used too cold or too hot a

temperature, stirred the soap too
vigorously or did not mix it very
thoroughly.

To put matters right : -

Always : -

1. Cut up or shred the soap into a
pot and add the lye which separ-
ated out.

2. Add 5 pints of water ( 5 bottles )

3. Melt the soap in a gentle heat,stir
occasionally-

4. Raise the heat and boil the soap
gently until it becomes thick and
jelly like and drops in sheets from
the spoon .
Pour it into a mould and cover it
md let it stand fOi> 48 hours. Then
cut it up.

Measure carefully
Have lye and water mixture only luke-

w - 9 at body temperature .
Stir slowly and in the same direction .
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SECOND RECIPE POR SOAP

Make this in the same way as
shown on page 11.

13 cups Vegetable oil or
animal fat

13 02s Caustic soda

5 cups Water, rain water
is best.

This will make 9 pounds of soap.

RECIPE ??OR MAKING LIB

Caustic soda is necessary to make hard soap, for washing
clothes but, if it is not obtainable,it is possible to
make soft soap with home made lye. Remember that, just
as with caustic soda,THIS CAN BURN so be very careful not
to let it splash on to the skin . Should this happen by
accident wash the skin well and then wash it again with a
solution of water and vinegar. Be very careful to keep
the pot and the bucket out of the reach of children or
animals.
To make lye take an earthenware pot with a hole in it and
put this on a stand, as shown in picture 1. Place
a bucket beneath the hole, Put some straw in the pot
to act as a ?ilter . Fill the pot with wood ashes,
scoop a hole-in the middle' of these and fill this with
water, add more water each day as the ashes absorb the
water. The lye will drip through into the bucket be-
neath. Continue to do this for 3 weeks. Then take an
uncooked, raw, potato end put it into the bucket, do this
with a spoon, do not get the lye on your hands. If the
potato floats the lye is ready for use, if hot, wait a
little longer.
The ashes can be used agein but the lye will not be so
strong the second time, Use the lye in the same way as
the caustic soda.
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OVENS
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OVENS EylB SMOKING  FISH  e t c .

1. Permanent-type ovXm  with remote brick fire pit underground. Fire pit cover of sheet
metal.

2. Improvised oven from wooden barrel with brick fire per underground. Barrel cover of
sheet metal.

3. Improvised oven from wooden barrel with remote  brick fire pit underground.  Barrel  and
fire pit covers of sheet metal.

4. Improvised oven from oi! drum cui in three sections. Lowest section used for firebox.

5.
Middle and top sections fitted with bars from which the fish or meat is hwg.
One section of the three.tier  improvised dven  shown in 4.

6. Improvised oven from oil drum showing door in firebox  and only one set of bars for
hanging the fish or meat.

7. Improvised over! from oil drum fitted with trays and door.
8. Simple Altona-type oven.

HOW To SMOKE FISH

You will need:

Small whole fish, small split fish. large split fish or fillets.
Five to six parts of waier  to one part of salt for the brine solution. if pre-salting or brining is to be used.

When  smoking  is done  for preservation,  the main objective is to cook and dry the fish.  The name  of the
process  is smoke-drying.  The drying can be partially  or fully accomplished  inside  the smoker.  When  it is
only partially accomplished  within  the smoker,  it is continued  outside the smoker,  normally  as sun-drying.
When  fish  are prepared  for smoke-drying  they are not usually  pre-salted  or brined because  salting  depends
upon  local  taste preferences  and  l&al conditions,  and  may be omitted if desired.  Dependent  upon climatic
conditions,  salt  is advantageous  for the ultimate  keeping  quality  of the fish.  Fish  for smoking  can be
prepared  as whole  fish  (either  gutted  or unguttedl  or splits  filleted,  in chunks  or slices.  etc. Here  again.
local  tradition and preference  will decide.

If required. pre-salt the fish for a! least 10 to a maximum of 90 minutes in a brine of six parts water to one
part salt. The time requirerl  will depend “poll  the size of the fish, its preparation (whether split, filleted or
whole1  and its degree of fatness la fatter fish needs longw  hriningl  and can be determined more exactly by
experimentation. If the fish are ,nut pre-salted tlhey should be washed.
Hans the fish from a stick or lay them on a mesh tray takiny care that they do not touch each other. If-the
fish are placed on a mesir  tray they may be turned during the process for more even  smoking. The fish can
lbi? hung in different ways. Whole fish can be hung on a stick threaded through the gill covers, or by a string
tied around tfv tail. Split fish can be hung with a string around the tail or with an S-shaped hook th,rough
eithw  the head end or through the tail. If split fish are suspended through the head end, it is an advantage
to have the yill bane  left in place, as fish flesh can tear under its own weight.
Build a fire in the fircbox. At the beginning the fire should be smouldering.  to dry the surface of the fish.
The temperature should then be increased, by allowing in more air. This phase should last about I’ao  hours
and will cook the fish. If the initial drying is not carried out properly the flesh will cook too raGidly  and
ire fish wili fall from the sticks or break up on the trays. .After  cooking, drying should be continued for
:everai  hours at a lower ternrxrafure. This would’be  in the sun. if climatic conditions are favourable,  but
?he fish. must be covered:  with mosquito netting or gauze to prevent !nfestation  by flies and beetles. The
finished product should have the consistency of rough wood and should be thoroughly dry. Mould growth
will ra’pidly  result if any parts of the fish are not properly dried.
This product. if protected from insect infestation. will keep for several months. Under humid conditions it
can be packed in airrIght containers or heavy-gauge polyethylene. ‘Dtherv%z.  if this is too expensive. it can
be redried from time to time.
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SUN DRYING OF FISH

For best results split medium or large sized fish but a
salted, gutted, whole fish can also be dried. Use smoked
fish, non salted or salted fish ( but rinse this in boiled
water.)

?lace the fish on mesh, bamboo or other trays that will
permit free circulation of air. Keep in the shade
for the first day or two ( depending on the humidity )
If the fish is put straight away into the sun a crust
will form whi2.h will hamper drying. When the surface
begins to appear dry then put the trays in the sun.
During the night cover the fish with plastic sheeting.
when the fish is ready it will not bend easily. Non
salted dried fish and salt dried fish will keep for a
long time if stored in earthenware pots.

SUN DRYING OF FRUIT & VEGEJ!AHLES

It is possible to preserve acid fruits and veg-
etables such as tomato6 by bottling them under pressure
in Kilner or Mason jars. Annexure No. 7 " A Manual
of PoQd Preservation II sets out this process in detail.

Fruit and vegetables can also be sun dried to pre-
serve them but they must be of good quality, freshly bar-
vested and ripe. Damaged or dirty fruit or vegetables
will spoil.

They should be washed in boiled water and,after
trimming, cut up into slices.

Vegetables such as okra, carrots and green beans
should be blanched.
piece of clean cloth,

To do this place them in a square
tie the corners together, push a

stick through and suspend this bundle in boiling water
for about six minwtes.
in cold water.

Then take it out end place it

Spread the fruit or vegetables out on drying trays
or a piece of plastic sheeting and turn every hour or so.
DO this as soon as possible after slicing the product or
it will discolour.

The length of time needed to fully dry the product
;~l;o~;~end on the strength of the sun but is usually

.
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If the food for the very small
chicks is put inside either of
the containers shown above,theg
can get through the bars hut the
bigger hens cannot do so and can
not, therefore, take their food.



-
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STONE ROLLER 2.

1.

CHINESE FLAIL 4,



4%

C E C O C O  biGHT  FOOT THRESHER

O L P A D  T H R E S H E R
This machine has  serrated dirts !Jf 450 “ml
,ls”, diameter. The frame  il Of angle iron.
The discs  e.,e mounted  on a steel shaft.
cart-iron Ppoolo  keep  the discs  in tm*itim
A comfortable  sea1 is Wovided  ‘CN the
operamr  Wifh a b.Ck  rest and foot rest .
Back  and  front s a f e t y  guardr  eliminatr
risk Of i”i”rq to the operator. The hawelt
is spread  0” fhrerhing  floor and  the “78~
chine i s  &awn  round  a n d  round  tear
separating  grain. A” extra  reking attach-
ment can be tiffed ‘0, stirring straw during
threshing  operation. This rhresher  is wail-
able in 20. 14. 7 1 and 8 disc si*es.
Weight: 20 Disc 190.0 Kg.

14 Disc 125.0 KS.
1, Dire 110.0 IKg.

8 Disc 92.1, ig.
Threshing  rate: 3 5 0  to 850 Kg. according
to size in da”.
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2.

BULLOCK GEAR





This grinding mill is turned by two people, it
is a large mill ( some 4 feet high ) and strong
enough to stand up to being used continually by

It will grind, maize, wheat, coffee,



Straw cutters - for animal feed.

SIMPLEX CtiAFF CUTTER

Hand  powered wnplement.
power ‘3iwen  models  atso available.

4.
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1.

HAND OPERATED  Gi3OUNBNUT
DECORTICATOR

5.

3,



This peanut sheller u*s &lilt ir. %
,>f the

Gonash,sto  Kendro Workshop in Savar. P-

%h,e p%anuts  are put into the machine, ..
the ‘“roller is pulled backward  end.
fnrusrd and the shelled  peanuts pour
through  the holes into a receptacle
put underneath,



SUGAR CRUSHER

Sugar cane i s  passed j  i)r 4 t imes,  wi th adjustment
screw  on the top tighter each time.

Coconut  scraper,  using fr nt
axle and beari.ng  of b~.Cyc P e wh%%i.
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A great deal of grain is spoiled now through faulty
storage techniques, The illustrations on the next
page show how to build a mud storage hut to protect
the grain from rats, as well as from flooding,

Choose a place where the ground is firm, mark a square
out and knock in four forked poles, one in each corner.
Round each pole fasten a circular ?or Conical and tight
fitting piece of tin, as shown in the illustration also,
this will prevent rats from climbing up the hole into the
hut.

Lay four strang poles horizontally across these up -
right poles, placing them in the f&ks, so that a hollow
square is formed, then lay bamboos across this to make a
floor and then plaster this over with mud. As this will
be three feet above the ground it should be above normal
flood water and it can, of course be made higher than this.

Build up the walls in the same way as is done for a
house, out of mud and bamboo and put a flat, mud and bamboo
roof on top. Do not keep old baskets, sacks etc, on this
roof though or they will attract insects.

Leave a small openiq in one wall, near the top (about
two feet square) so that the grain can be put inside and,
when this has been done, seal it up tightly with mud and
bamboo. In the same wall, but down near the bottom,
put two large empty tins such as those in which baby food
is sold, with lids, but first cut the bottoms out. These
tins should. be lying on their sides ,with the lid end facing
outwarqs. When it is desired to take any grain out of
the store when the lid is taken off these tins the grain
will run out into a basket.

Cover the completed storage hut with a thatch roof,sup-
ported on separate poles and wider than the hut ,so that
the sun and rain will not strike the walls. Be sure
that the grain is really dry before putting it in,



/ - -
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Well fitted with a
windlass to lift
the wster.

A windlass, this will
also help to prevent
the rope from fraying.

Way of saving the edges of the
well from being:  damaged by the
rope.
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IHF'RO TS TO WELLS

Picture 1, on the opposite page,shows  a well in

soft earth with stones packed round it, These

could be bricks in Bangladesh.
,Yhe bssiboos round the well hole help to prevent
the sides being damaged by the rope used to draw
the water up and the cover keeps the water clean.
The pipe sticking out, which can be of bsniboo 9
helps to drain off the spilt water so that it is
net muddy round the well.

Picture 2, shows an improved well which has been
fenced in to prevent animals getting too close to
it and fouling the ground round it.

Picture 3 shows an improved version in which the
was,te  water is allowed to flow into a small tank
from which the animals can drink. This well
has also been fitted with a means of winding the
bucket up and down so that drawing the water up
is much easier. If the same bucket is used
all the time the water is less likely to be con-
taminated.

Wells can aI,so be fitted with hand pumps 9 such
as those shown on pages 33, 34, and 35* This

has the advantage that the:well can then be cover
-ed over which will prevent rubbish being dropped

in to the well.
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5 5

HAND PUMPS

4

GRILLOT PISTON PUMP

CLIMAX HAND PUMPS

6

OASIS HAND OPERATED BORE
HOLE PUMPS

DIAPHRAChl PUMP

OUtpUt  3rn3hW 13,000 lifrerlhaurl
Outlet dianwx2r  40 mm.
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JAL JAVAMAR  PUMP

6

G O O D W I N  H L D  A N D  H L S  H A N D
PUMPS
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M I D G E T  L I F T  A N D  F O R C E  P U M P

MINIATUHE  L I F T  A N D  F O R C E
PUMP

2

DIAPHRAGM PUMP

Hcadr  Obtainable:  suction 6.7 m
deliver” IO-?2 m

Discharge 5000-7000 li,rer,ho”r
Weight 28 kg.

5

SEMI-ROTARY Wli;G P U M P

SEMI ROTARY PUMP

6

SEMI ROTARY PUMP



A simple type of shower
worked from a hand pump,





AN EASY WAY TO SPLIT BAMBOO

knock two strong posts into
the ground, tie two pieces
of iron or two hard wood sticks
to them in the shape of a cross.
These should be about one inch
thick. (Picture 1.)

At the top end of the bamboo
make four cuts at right angles
to each other.

Hold these cuts open by means
of wedges and put the bamboo
on the cross in the way shown
in Picture 1.

Take out the wedges and push
and pull the bamboo towards
the cross until it splits
the whole way down.

'JO split the bamboo again,
after it has been split into
four pieces, mount an iron
wedge on top of one of the
posts and push the bamboo
against this.

P:icture.
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Another way of
splitting bamboo,

l%eserving  bamboo
To meserve bamboo
mix*$ boric acid
with 95% water to
make SOmIx. SOS26
green bamboo in
this mixture until
it has become thor-
aughly saturated.
Let it dry before
using. There
may be an unpleas-
ant smell for a
week or two but this
will fade.
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Plant 1st
3-m

Cut after :-
4th year
8th

12th
etc

Plant 2nd
ye-
Cut after
5th year
9th

13th

FUEL PLANTATIONS

Plan-t 3rd
ye=-
Cut after:
6th year
10th
14th

etcetc

Plant 4th
ye=

Cut after:
7 th year
11 th
15th

etc.

I

If self regenerating trees,such as certain kinds
of eucalyptus are planted as shown above, the trees at
A should be ready to be cut down by the end of the 4th
year, B can be cut down the next year and C and D the
next two years, by which time A will have grown up again
and be ready for re-cutting.

In this way a supply of firewood can be assured
for ever providing that the plantation is properly
msnaged and unauthorised cutting prohibited.

PROPAGATING BAMBOO

Take four nodes from a stem about a year old.
Plant near a stream or a place that will usually have
plenty of water.
angle ,

Put into the ground at a 45 degree

it.
with 2 nod.es under the ground and two nodes above

Plant several sticks in one place but not too
close together.
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BIQ ,OR ME G

If animal dung from sheep, goats or cows and also
poultry, together with such things as sludge from
fish ponds as well as other organic matter is
mented in an airtight and water tight tank the
will. produce methane gas which can be piped to a
near-by house and used for cooking and lighting
purposes.
1x1 air tight container is necessary, called a
digestor, in which the waste is processed. The
gas is collected in a storage tank.
At present the cost of building the digestor and
tank is high for a rural family but many attempts
are being made to reduce this. Both India and
China now have many of these plants in action.
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MANUFACTURERS OF THX EQUIPMENT ILLUSTRATED
IN POST HARVEST ACTIVITIES AND WATER SECTTONS.

Page 41
Dandekar Brothers, India
Cossul & Co,PVT.Lt

3 herican  Spring & Pressing Works, PVT. :
d e p ln,dia

Ltd., India
4. Ce Co Co, Japan.

3542
2. %&ishmand & Co. Pakistan
3 Cossul & Co, PVT, Ltd. India.

Page 43

::
R.H. Hunt Ltd. U.K.
Rajasthan State Agro Industries Corporation. Ltd., India

f, Ce Cc Co, Japan.

m 44

;I
Ce Co Co, Japan
John Gordon & Co, U.K.

3. R.H.Iiunt & Co Ltd., U.K.
4 5Page

2. Dnndekar  Brothers, India

2:
Rajasthan State Agro Industries Corporation Ltd., India
R.H.Hunt & Co.Ltd, U.K.

Page 46
1. Ubongo Farm Implements

India
Tanzania

2. Dandek.ar  Brothers,
3 R.H.Hunt & Co.Ltd, U.K.
4. Siscoma, Senegal

2.
Harrap Wilkinson, Ltd, U.K.
Hindson  PVT., India

48me
1. Ce Co Co, Japan.

?
Kirloskar Brothers Ltd, India

5:
Hsrrnp  Wilkinscn Ltd., U.K.
New Britain Engineering, Papua New Guinea.
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5 6Page

Kumar Industries Ltd., India
Barnaby Enigineering  Co. U.K.,
Pompes Grillot , France
Lee Howl & Co. U.K.

Ca co co, Japan.
ih:dekar &-athers, India
Leo Fowl & Co.Ltd,,  U.K.
H.J,.Godwin  Ltd. ( U.K.
,:ienson et Cie, France

Lee Pow1 & Co.Ltd.,  U.K.
Renson et Cie, France
Pompes Grillot, France
h'ewman Battersley International Ltd., U.K.

Kalayan  Engineering Co.lnc, Philippines
C.H.Farm  Implements
Ets Pierre Mengin, France

OBTAINABLE IN BANGLABESB

Pedal operated thresher--
Output 48 maunds of paddy

in 8 hour day
Measurements, 33"x28"x27"  high.
Weight . 104 lbs,
Price 875 taka
Comilla Co-operative Barkiiana  Ltd.
P.O.Box 12, Comilla.
Winnower 550 taka
Gr 90 taka
-0e- - 175 taka

Agricultural Engineering Workshop, Dacca
Not illustrated

::
Pedal operated thresher
Winnower

900 taka
400 tska
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MANUFACTURERS' ADDRESSES

France
Pompes Grillot, 84007, Avignon, Rue de l'Observance.B.F.118
Ets Pierre Mengin. B.P. 163, 45203 Montargis.
Renson et Cie B.P.14. 59550 Landrecies.

Ind:a
American Spring and Pressing Works ,P.O.Box 7602,Malad, Bombay
Dandekar Brothers, Sangli, Maharashtra.
Cossul and Co. PVT, Ltd. Industrial Area, Fazalgunj. Kanpur
Rajasthan State Agro-Industrial Corporation Ltd., Vivat Bhawan,

C.Scheme, Jaipur 302 006, Rajasthan.
Kumaon Agri-Horticulture Stores. P-0. Kashipur, District Nainital,

United Provinces.
Hindsons PVT.Ltd., The lower Mall, Patiala, Punjab.
Kirloskar Brothers Ltd., Udyog Bhavan, Tilak Road, Poona,411  002
kumar Industries Ltd., Edathara 678611, Palghat Dist.,Kerala

Japan.
Ce Go Co , P .C.Box 8 ,Ibaraki City, Osaka Prefecture 567
Fakistan
Danishmund & Co. Karkhana Bazaar, Lyallpur.
Papua New Guinea
New British Engineering, P.O.Box 163, Rabaul.
Philippines
Kalayan Engineering Co.Inc. P.O.Bcx 655 HCC, 4255 &ilia Street,

Makati, Rizal.
D.H.Parm Implements. Kii.1. Naiiionai  Highway, Roxas City.
Tanzania
=$-arm Implements. P.C.Box 2669, Dar es Salaam.

s Works, Earls Colne, Essex C.06 2 E.F.
John Gordon, 196A High Street, Epping, Essex CM16 lir AQ
Harrap Wilkinson Ltd., North Phoebe Street, Salford,M5  4 El:
Earnaby Engineering Co., Bourne Road, Bexley, Kent DA5 IL 5.
H,J.Godwin,  Quenington, Cirencester, Gloucestershire GL7 5 BX
Senegal

SISCOMA, B-P-3214, Dakar.
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